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HISTORY/INVESTIGATION
The home itself in fact is very small. I would refer to it as a studio apartment. It only has
three main rooms. The living room and bedroom were together in an open space. The bathroom
was separated and the kitchen was also alone. The couple was reported to see shadow people;
they also heard a lot of whispering. The family pet was living in fear daily.
Upon walking into the small home you really didn’t feel a serious presence but shortly
after speaking with the couple you could feel the fear. The girlfriend was roughly into her third
trimester of her pregnancy. The boyfriend also told us he was the grandson of a previous case
worked. Not until speaking with them after a while did they admit to playing with an Ouija
board more than three times. That alone stuck fear into us because they really didn’t understand
the seriousness of their actions.
We opened the investigation with the famous “My Boo Bear”. It was repeating questions
for a total of Thirteen minutes with no response. We decided to move into EVP session’s with
our digital recorders. A team member was using his real time digital recorder and caught a soft
but strong hum. He replayed it so that everyone in the room could hear it. Moving on with more
questions we decided to be a little more aggressive in our questions. The girlfriend was in
constant fear so we spoke of her name more. Soon the question was asked “Why are you so
angry with___?” everyone in the room heard a very loud and strong “growl”. Well you could
only imagine everyone’s reaction.
The night continued with more questions with not much response. The team members
discovered that when the girlfriend would leave the room became more or less “calm”. The men
soon made the decision to leave the ladies alone in hopes that the spirits would react more. Well
they were right. The young lady asked our female team member if she may ask her own
questions, and with great excitement she began asking. She asked for a name of someone that
didn’t like her and if they play apart in this activity. The response was a great amount of foul
language and angry words towards her. Finally the name of her ex-boyfriend came through the
spirit box. The room became silent, after a while the girlfriend admitted that her ex-boyfriend
had studied Wicca and spells but she didn’t think he fully understood what he was doing. Could
he have had something to do with her activity? Maybe? Our finally question with the spirit box
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was when did he do this to her and the answer was “high school”. The girlfriend soon told us that
would have been around the time they dated and broke up. As the night came to an end the
couple very clearly said they would be looking for help to removing the spirits. We will always
be grateful for the time they let us into their home.
It definitely was an amusing night!
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